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Crash Proof: How to Profit From the Coming Economic CollapseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	The economic tipping point for the United States is no longer theoretical. It is a reality today. The country has gone from the world's largest creditor to its greatest debtor; the value of the dollar is sinking; domestic manufacturing is winding down - and these trends don't seem to be slowing. Peter Schiff casts a sharp,...
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Entrepreneurial Solutions for Prosperity in BoP Markets: Strategies for Business and Economic TransformationFT Press, 2010

	There has been immense worldwide excitement about the potential of Bottom of the Pyramid (BoP) businesses to help impoverished societies escape poverty. Unfortunately, many BoP firms are locked in a "survival trap" that keeps them small, inefficient, and unprofitable. Now, Eric Kacou identifies breakthrough...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to LinuxAlpha, 1999
Complete Idiot's Guide To Linux, Second Edition, covers: Preparing to install the system, Using shells and online documentation, The X Windows graphical interface, Networking and Internet, Administration, Configuring Linux for multimedia , and A guide to available software and tools.  If you have been wanting to get started using Linux, but are not...
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Statistics for Censored Environmental Data Using Minitab and RJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	
		Praise for the First Edition

	
		" . . . an excellent addition to an upper-level undergraduate course on environmental statistics, and . . . a 'must-have' desk reference for environmental practitioners dealing with censored datasets."

		—Vadose Zone Journal

	
		Statistical Methods for...
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Software Project Survival GuideMicrosoft Press, 1997
Targeted at managers (from the top of organizations down through technical leads), McConnell's book provides a blueprint for a successfully managed project; the postulated development effort involves "3 to 25 team members and schedules of 3 to 18 months." At 288 pages, the book could be thinner, but it's easy enough...
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Lighting Techniques for Photographing Model Portfolios: Strategies for Digital PhotographersAmherst Media, 2009

	
		Ifirst met Billy Pegram when he was shooting fashion in Seattle and I was
	
		the new agent on the block. We developed a synergistic relationship. He
	
		introduced me to clients; I had him shoot the models I represented. I have
	
		now known him for nearly three decades. During this time, we have learned
	
		from each other and...
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Personal Cybersecurity: How to Avoid and Recover from CybercrimeApress, 2017

	Discover the most prevalent cyber threats against individual users of all kinds of computing devices. This book teaches you the defensive best practices and state-of-the-art tools available to you to repel each kind of threat.


	Personal Cybersecurity addresses the needs of individual users at work and at home. This book...
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Serious Games: Games That Educate, Train, and InformCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Learn how to take the skills and knowledge you use to make games for entertainment to make serious games: games for education, training, healing, and more. ?Serious Games: Games That Educate, Train, and Inform? teaches game developers how to tap into the rapidly expanding market of serious games. Explore the numerous possibilities that serious...
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Unix/Linux Survival Guide (Administrator's Advantage Series)Charles River, 2005
The Reference That Every Unix SysAdmin Needs!
All Unix/Linux systems, regardless of manufacturer, have inherent similarities for administrators. The Unix/Linux Survival Guide details these similarities and teaches SysAdmins how to tackle jobs on all systems. Mixing administrator knowledge and best practices, the book walks admins step-by-step...
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Primer of Biostatistics: Sixth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	I have always thought of myself as something of an outsider and troublemaker, so it is with some humility that I prepare the sixth edition of this book, 24 years after the first edition appeared. Then, as now, the book had an unusual perspective: that many papers in the medical literature contained avoidable errors. At the time,...
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Mathematical and Statistical Methods in Reliability (Quality, Reliability and Engineering Statistics, 7)World Scientific Publishing, 2003

	This book contains extended versions of 34 carefully selected and reviewed papers presented at the Third International Conference on Mathematical Methods in Reliability, held in Trondheim, Norway in 2002. It provides a broad overview of current research activities in reliability theory and its applications. There are chapters on reliability...
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Retailization: Brand Survival in the Age of Retailer PowerKogan Page, 2006
Presents an innovative and pragmatic step-by-step process to help businesses rethink their brand efforts around the retail strategies that best meet the needs of today's shoppers. Illustrates how brand power is inexorably being replaced by retailer power. Based on a two-year study conducted by AC Nielsen and BBDO Europe --the largest global study...
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